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 INTRODUCTION TO SHIPPING  
 

General Comments 

The November 2021 paper cover the major elements of the Introduction to Shipping 
syllabus. It gave the students a wide range of questions to choose from.  

Overall, there was a fair attempt by the vast majority of students. Many students scored 
highly because they had good time management and successfully completed all five 
required questions. There were still some borderline students who struggled to answer the 
five questions comprehensively. This session saw a lot of students not providing a clear 
structure with an introduction, main body and conclusion. Many students did not include in 
their answer simple real-world examples. The handwriting for many students was poor and 
can be improved with some practice. Generally, the session was a very good performance 
given the difficulties and challenges faced due to the Covid-19 pandemic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 1 

Answer ALL parts of the question. 

a) Describe the characteristics including dimensions, tonnages, and cargo holds of a  

Capesize Bulk Carrier. 

b) Draw a profile and cross section of the vessel. 

c) Label the significant parts of the vessel. 

d) This vessel can operate in the coal trade. Using the world map provided show TWO 

typical coal trade routes, including the load and discharge ports for these routes. 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner. 
Some students only did sub-sections and did not cover all parts. The ship dimensions of the 
vessel had to be correct. The general size of a capesize vessel can range from 125 – 300dwt, 
LOA 290, beam 45m, draft 17.5m. Some students were able to identify the ports but still 
drew the trade route over land. Some cross sections were neatly drawn but others could 
have used a bit more effort to complete it appropriately. 
 
 
 

 

 

Question 2 

Describe the role and function of a Ship Agent. 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner.  

Most students were able to focus on the Ship Agent roles and functions. Unfortunately, 
some students spent unnecessary time writing about the law of agency which the question 
was not directed toward. Students who did best were able to break down the pre-arrival, 
arrival and post- departure roles and functions clearly. The use of real-life examples was 
very good by some students. 

 

 

 

 



Question 3 

Answer BOTH parts of the question. 
a. What are open registries in shipping?  
b. What the main benefits or drawbacks for using open registries? 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner.   
 
Most students did well in defining and discussing what are open registries. But some 
students are still making an elementary error in confusing open registries with flags of 
convince ‘FOC’. They are not the same and this must be clearly understood by students 
going forward. FOC’s are now a small sub-set of open registries. Flags such as Panama and 
Liberia are not FOC as some students have incorrectly identified and discussed. The main 
benefits and drawback could have been more deeply discussed in some instance. Many 
students were able to identify some of the major open registries which was great. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4 

Answer Both parts of the Question:  

a) Define and discuss what a Time Charter Party is. 

b) Advise what are the costs and expenses involved with a Time Charter and who is 
responsible for them? 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner   

The question focused on Time Charter Parties and the division of costs and expenses. The 
majority of students did very well to discuss that the shipowner leases a vessel to a 
charterer for a fixed period of time, and they are free to sail to any port and transport any 
cargo, subject to CP restrictions. However, part b was not done well. Part b required 
students to discuss that the charterer would cover bunkers and port charges for example. 
Unfortunately, some students also went on to discuss bareboat charter which was not 
required under this question. 

 



 

Question 5 

What services and facilities does a port need to offer in order to be competitive and  

successful? 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner  

Many students were able to cover the key points such as ports should have adequate, tugs, 
pilot and mooring boats. Well developed with warehouses, container depots, rail and road 
links to the hinterland. Modern cargo handling facilities and drydock or repair facilities. 
Critical to ports are the bunker and chandling facilities. Technological advancement and 
connectivity are also very important to ports today. Finally, shipowners and operator are 
very keen on having competitive tariffs. 

 

 

 

 

Question 6 

Answer ALL parts of the question.  

Discuss the function of the following using shipping examples to support your answer.  

a) Revenue  

b) Cost  

c) Profit  

d) Cash flow 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner  
 

This was a straightforward question asking students to discuss some of the key financial 
elements of the syllabus. Many only defined and to a lesser extent discuss the basic 
elements of each. Students were expected to use shipping examples to illustrate their 
answer. A simple cost example would be for instance bunker and crew costs. Discussing that 
crew costs is usually the largest element of fixed costs and bunkers is the largest element of 
the variable costs of a shipowner or operator would have been an excellent illustration. 
Students are encouraged spend time before exams thinking about very good examples from 
the everyday shipping which can be used in exams.   



 

Question 7 

Identify FIVE Classification Societies which are members of IACS, and discuss the main role 
of Class in the shipping industry and the services that they provide. 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner  
 
Students were able to cover key points such as Class conducting technical review of the 
design plans and related documents for a new vessel to verify compliance with the 
applicable Rules. Attendance at the construction of the vessel in the shipyard by a 
Classification Society surveyor(s) to verify that the vessel is constructed in accordance with 
the approved design plans and classification Rules. Just to name a few. But there were still a 
handful of students who were not able to identify five Classification Societies. 
 
 
 

 

 

Question 8 

On the world map provided show the location of the following important features of the  

world’s maritime trade routes. 

--------------------------------- 

What was being looked for by the examiner  

The vast majority were able to identify the main oceans but struggled with the seas. Yellow 
Sea and South China Sea was often confused. Surprisingly some students did not know 
where the Malacca Straits was located. Finally, there was huge confusion between Cape of 
Good Hope and Cape Horn. Cape of Good Hope is at the tip of South Africa while Cape Hope 
is at the tip of South America. Students are encouraged to spend a bit more time to 
familiarise themselves with the maritime geography element of this syllabus.   

 

 


